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The purpose of this study was to determine the beneficial effects of inte-
grating various Davis Learning Strategies, primarily Davis Symbol
Mastery, on sight word skills. The participants were 86 primary students
from two San Francisco Bay area schools enrolled in the standard K-1
program. The dependent measures were the percentage of children who
are able to meet sight word recognition on a list of 100 basic core words.
For the first grade students the outcomes indicated that children scored
significantlv higher than the control group for the mastery of 100 basic
sight words. In addition, follow-up data indicated that no special edu-
cation referrals had been made two years after initial Davis intervention
for any of the three pilot classrooms. However, gifted referrals from
these same classrooms were higher than the typical school population.
Discussion includes the effect of early reading success on future school
and social performance. Suggestions are given for further assessment of
the Davis method and ways to coordinate the Davis method with other
support services in future research.

School Evaluation of the Davis
Learning Strategies

Regardless of the philosophical ori-
entation, educators seem to agree that
literacy is one of the most important
skills a student can apply to function-
al living in our society (Slavin, 1996;
Weaver, 1990). Research in reading

indicated that children who read well
have a very high probability of achiev-
ing success in school (Slavin, 1989,
1991, 1996; Slavin, Madden, Dolan,
Wasik, Ross, & Smith, 1994). It has
been suggested that there are at least
10 million children that need explicit
instruction on sounds, word recogni-
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tion and reading comprehension. (Lyon, tant prerequisite for a successful life as
1997). If these reading skills are not an adult (Darby. 1996; Livingstone,
acquired and mastered, children have 1998).
an increased chance of later dropping Research also concludes that early
out of school as well as being incapable intervention and assistance is critical
of performing successfully in today's in minimizing the reading problem in
society (Hansen & Eaton, 1978; the child's life. Children can be
Howard, McLaughlin & Vacha. 1996; screened by mid-kindergarten to iden-
McLaughlin & Vacha, 1992a, 1992b, tifv those most "at risk" for developing
Vacha & McLaughlin, 1992. 1993). reading difficulties. Systematic
Unfortunately. there is a great deal of instruction can. be provided to reduce
disagreement regarding how to increase or prevent those children from ever
the likelihood that all students will leave falling behind or ever being referred
our current educational system fluent for special education services. This
in the-ir ability to read (Kammenui, approach requires the teacher to plan
1998). and structure learning experiences in a

The United States Congress became very sequential manner, first examin-
involved with reading issues in the earlv ing the skills and behaviors that the
1990s because they viewed difficulties child needs, and then teaching those
in reading as a serious societal prob- skills as early as possible (Lerner,
lem. People who don't read well don't 2000).
succeed in our societv, as evidenced by Failure to recognize and address aca-
the high percentage of criminals who demic concerns during the first three
are illiterate. The outcomes revealed: grades of elementarv school greatly
1) Seventeen percent of children have increases the odds that they will never
difficulty learning to read and that this catch up. This comes at a cost of not
difficulty is unrelated to intelligence onlv emotional suffering, but also
and socioeconomic levels. 2) Girls are added financial cost to school district
just as likely to experience reading dif- services (Schweinhart, Barnes, &
ficultiIes as t boy s,t and' 3) Reading i Wikart, 1993; U.S:. Departmen.t of
difficulties are persistent an:d enduring. Education,t' 1993). According to the
They are notu'developmental lags' that National oInsttute of Child Health and
the child Will simplVyOut grow. Chil- Human Development, it takes four
dren who are lagging behind their pers: times as mnuch assistance to improve a
in reading yet doing well in other areas childs' reading skills if help is offered
rarely catch up. Children who are in forth grde versus starting the help
behind at :the end of third grade only in mid-kindrgarten. This approach is
have betwen a 1:5 to a 1:8 chiiance of called the "'wait and fail:" ethod
catching up (Becker, Hall & Moats, because the child must fail before he or
1999; Becker 1977). Some researchers she is eligible for identification and ser-
have viewed literacy as a way to avoid vices; a costlv procedure (Lerner,
many of societal and educational dif- 2000). Further, many adolescents who
ficulties found in large numbers of have received learning disabilities ser-
at-nsk children and vouth (Greenwood, vices at the elementary level continue
Delquadri, & Hall, 1989) and an impor- to need help when they reach junior
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and senior high school (Lerner, 2000).
Of these, almost one out of three

youths with learning disabilities fails
regular high school courses, and most
experience failure before reaching high
school (Blackorby, Edgar & Kortering,
1991; Wagner, 1997). Information
available from the Department of Edu-
cation shows dropout rates a fifth or
more greater than those in special edu-
cation than for students in regular
education. Among those labeled as
learning disabled, the dropout rate of
those at the age of sixteen was 47%
(Tenth Annual Report, 1988, Table,
Kerner-Lipsky & Gartner, 1992). For
example, in 1998, a Department of Edu-
cation report showed that students over
fourteen who have learning disabilities
exited special education for the fol-
lowing reasons: 13 percent returned to
regular education, 32 percent graduat-
ed with a certificate of completion, 33
percent moved, 18 percent dropped out
of school, and less than 1 percent
reached the maximum age of 22 or died
(U.S. Department of Education, 1998).
Early intervention could have averted
the occurrence of secondary problems
that compound the original difficultv
(Lerner, Lowenthal, & Egan, 1998;
Fletcher & Foorman, 1994; Bailey &
Wolery, 1992). In Ontario, Canada
academic records obtained from 193
students from two public elementary
schools, showed that the students who
experienced the most difficultv in mas-
tering the two main areas of the 1st
grade curriculum (reading and arith-
metic) had a much higher probability
of leaving high school without gradu-
ating than those who received B to A+
marks in lst grade (Simner & Barnes

1991).
A school-wide early intervention,

Neverstreaming (Slavin et al., 1991)
has significantly reduced numbers of
students who need expensive, long-
term special education services. This
prevention program allows students to
be served based on need, rather than a
special education label. Intervention
and collaboration between general edu-
cation and special education enables
students the support they need to suc-
ceed. Slavin noted that neverstreaming,
not mainstreaming or special educa-
tion, should be the goal for all children
who are at risk for school failure.

If the goal is to ensure that students
never become remedial readers, then a
shift from the traditional method of
instruction to a more systematic
approach, where mastery of skills is
required, needs to occur. In the tradi-
tional model, students are taught in a
group setting where all students are
expected to learn the same material at
the same rate with little variation in the
mode of instruction.

Brandt (1990) states that, continuing
to use the traditional methods, with 85
to 90 percent teacher talk, does not
work for most students. Thus, if lec-
turing is one of the least effective
instructional approaches, then educa-
tors need to reevaluate their role as
"teacher". Are they experts or facilita-
tors of learning? Do they recognize
different learning styles, particularly
the more visual, tactile-kinesthetic
learner and are students given the time
necessary to master objectives!

The concept of mastery learning,
which presumes that students must
learn each of a sequence of skills in
order to learn a task, requires a shift in
beliefs about ways to deliver instruction
(Bloom, 1968). Mastery learning
means essentially that if the proper con-
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ditions can be provided, perhaps 90 to Stone, 1995; Vail, 1990; Waldron &
95 percent of the students can actually Saphire, 1990). Lerner (2000) felt that
master most objectives to the degree teachers can meet the unique needs of
now only reached by 'good students' students whose strengths and talents
(Gagne, Briggs, & Wager, 1.988). Indi- lie outside the narrow view of knowl-
vidual instruction and closely edge as being purelv linguistic by first
monitoring student progress are key helping students bypass their deficits
components of this approach. This as thev access their areas of strengths.
requires more individual and small Second, by modifying assignments and
group instruction in which mastery curricula for these students so their true
holds constant and time varies (Robin- abilities can be demonstrated, and third-
son, 1992). These settings allow for ly, by creating an environment that
greater active participation by students nurtures personal creativitv and intel-
and, because they are more engaged lectual characteristics,
and on task, the amount of learning The purpose of the present research
increases. Teachers can easily assess was to determine the beneficial effects
whether students have acquired the integrating Davis Learning Strategies
skills and subskills necessary for the into standard K-1 curriculums might
next level of instruction. Also, active have on sight word recognition.
learners (1) attend to instruction, (2)
attribute results to their own efforts, (3) Method
relate tasks and materials to their
knowledge and experience, and (4) Participants and Setting
actively construct meaning during The participants of this study were
learning. Instruction for active learn- 86 elementarv students from two San
ing capitalizes on the child's interests, Francisco Bay area elementary schools.
stresses the importance of building Three classrooms participated as pilot
background knowledge prior to teach- classrooms representing one school dis-
ing, and encourages the active trict. Forty-eight first grade students
involvement of students (Lerner, 2000). involved were instructed in the Davis

If students are to be truly success- Learning Strategies with another 48
ful, educators must also be aware that first grade students in the three control
people possess multiple intelligences, groups. Based on free and reduced
at least eight different types of intelif- lunch counts, one of the pilot and con-
gence (Gardner, 1993; Gantreut; Hatch, trol groups represented a higher
1989). Much of school learning calls socio-economic setting while two of
upon linguistic intelligence or verbal the classrooms represented a lower
conceptualization. This will certainly socio-economic settings.
yield disastrous results for those who
do not think in this manner. These. indi- Materials
viduals may have a deep reservoir of Various Davis Learning Strategies
creativity and intellectual power and were used in this study (Davis, 1994).
unusual strengths in originalitv, insight, A detailed description of the proce-
knowledge, humor, and emotions dures can be found in Davis (1994).
(Coben & Vaughn, 1994; Hearne & This program is a visual, kinesthetic,
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cognitive system for teaching basic
skills. Included are focusing skills,
Svmbol Mastery activities for letters,
punctuation, words, and concepts, as
well as reading exercises. A four-day
workshop was required to prepare the
teachers for implementing the Davis
Learning Strategies. A mentor from
the Davis Organization was also in
place throughout the school year for
periodic meetings and phone consul-
tations. The strategies were such that
a classroom teacher could incorporate
them into the existing reading curricu-
lum (Davis, 1994). For example,
additional materials were clay, dictio-
naries, Koosh Balls, and trays for the
Symbol Mastery portion of the pro-

gram. Alphabet strips, letter cards and
punctuation booklets were also need-
ed and provided at the workshops.

Dependent Variables and Measure-
ment Procedures

At the beginning of the first grade,
all students were assessed on a basic
list of 100 sight words (see Figure 1).
Each list was then divided into 10
words. If a student scored above 80%
on that list, the next list was then admin-
istered. At the point a student scored
below this level, the testing was termi-
nated. The number of students who
could read 80% or more of the words
as well as the number of students who
could read less that 80% was calculat-

Figure 1
Basic Word Assessment

List 1
I
we
go
you
not
a
and
will
me
do

List 2
at
on
it
is
who
can
see
the
in
so

List 3
into
he
now
an
my
up
here
of
be
this

List 4
all
out
may
your
then
that
to
by
had
for

List 5
back
him
made
like
after
has
it
stand
than
down

List 6 List 7 List 8 List 9 List 10
as away but no much
are why while did there's
from their none cannot neither
front some us either put
off have they come whose
one last through how without
them was what we're leaving
she where when should least
before her there more saw
onto or which such whether
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ed. a method in which children created let-
The percentage correct was calcu- ters, punctuation marks and basic sight

lated by dividing the number of correct words after having looked up the pro-
words by the total number of words nunciation and definition in the
and multiplving bv 100. All posttest- dictionary. This was accomplished
ing was done at the end of the school with the use of clav. Creating, dis-
year using the same criteria. cussing and mastering the high

Three years after the study, the num- frequency core words beyond simple
ber of referrals for special education word recognition allowed the students
and gifted programs were also count- to think with the meaning of each
ed for the students enrolled in the abstract word.
classrooms. Teachers from the pilot classrooms

all received 30 hours of training from
Design and Conditionts the same licensed Davis Training Facil-

A pre!posttest control group design itator on the fundamentals of the Davis
with matching was emploved. For each Learning Strategies. This training
Davis classroom there was matched included principles, theories, method-
control group within the school build- ology, and classroom management
ing. The control group classrooms strategies. Specialized training was
followed the same reading programs also made available to instructional
as their counterparts, but without the assistants and parent volunteers.
Davis Learning Strategies used to aug- Following the pretesting in the fall,
ment instruction. The Davis Learning each first grade teacher began the
Strategies were sequentiallv integrat- implementation of the Davis Learning
ed into the reading curriculun. The Strategies in their respective class-
introduction of each strategy was rooms. Each school staff met with a
dependent upon mastery of the previ- mentor throughout the year during
ous skill. Initiat instruction groups were weekly planning sessions. The teach-
15 to 1 for the Symbbl Mastery por- ers kept time sheets to document the
tion of the lesson. Students generally hours spent using the Davis Learning
worked in small groups of five children Strategies. The strategies were inte-
to one adult. Each student worked gted into the existing reading program
approximately two hours twice. week- in each building. This required mini-
lv during reading instruction. mal additions or changes to the

All students were first taught a series classroom, structure or materials.
of focusitng skills. These skills pro- Reading strategies provided a
vided the students with the self-directed method for instructing students in word
abilitv to be physically and mentally recognition and comprehension.
focused on the learning task at hand. Teachers were instructed in the use of
For example, the concepts of self-con- these reading strategies during the
trol for focus, appropriate energy level workshop. The- focused on tracking
and responsibility for learning were skills, accuracy, recall, and compre-
taught and stressed. hension. These reading methods were

The main portion of the program used to supplement the current reading
evolved around Davis Symbol Mastery, programs in place in each setting.
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Reliability of Measurement
For reliability of measurement, two

independent testers, who were substi-
tute teachers from another district, were
trained to give the pre and posttest eval-
uations on all of the participants in the
studv. The testers were not aware of
which classrooms had received inter-
vention. Also, a third person rescored
all tests to ensure accurate scoring.
Agreements were determined when
both recorders scored the work in the
same manner, A disagreement was
noted if there was any discrepancy
between two graders. Reliabilitv was
calculated using the point-by-point
agreement formula in which the num-
ber of agreements was divided by the
number of disagreements and multi-
plied by 100 (Kazdin, 1982). The

percentage of interobserver reliability
in this study was 100%.

Results
Scores were assigned ranks using

the Mann-Whitnev (Siegel, 1956) sta-
tistical method. "T" scores were
calculated to determine the size of the
difference between any given pair of
pilot and control groups. Values
exceeding a maximum value (for pos-
itive values, about +1.50) or minimum
value (for negative values, about -1.50)
to show confidence between the two
groups are significant. The same sta-
tistics were run on the groups who
scored less than 80% on the pretest.
The means and standard deviations for
each pilot and control classroom are
presented in Table 1.

Table 1
Mean and Standard Deviation by School for Pretest LTEQ 80%

Word Recognition for Blocks Pre Pre SD Post Post SD Gain
of Ten Words (10 blocks of 10) Mean Mean +I-

M Pilot (n=10) 2.11 1.67 10.0 0.00 +7.89
M Control (n=18) 2.70 1.25 8.27 2.70 +5.57

G - l Pilot (n=17) 1.65 0.93 9.47 1.18 +7.82
G- 1 Control (n=14) 1.79 1.93 7.60 3.10 +5.57

G -2 Pilot (n=13) 1.92 1.04 9.46 1.39 +7.54
G - 2 Control (n=14) 1.21 0.75 7.64 3.10 +6.43

All Schools Pilot (n=40) 1.97 1.11 9.70 1.09 +7.73
All Schools Control (n=46) 1.78 1.57 8.02 2.91 +6.24
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For the 'M" first grade setting Discussion
posttest results showed 10 students on Students who were in the Davis
the pretest scoring less than 80% on Learning Strategies (Davis, 1994) class-
the list of 100 words. On the posttest rooms showed significantly higher
all of the students (n=10 scored 00% accuracy on tests of basic sight word
accuracy on the word list of 100. The recognition. Fewer students in each of
control group for this classroom had the pilot classrooms were considered
18 students who scored at 80% or less a focus of concern at the end of first
accuracy on the pretest with eight stu- grade. Follow-up data taken during
dents on the postiest scoring at less that their third grade school year did show
80% accuracy. The G - I classroom that none of the students from the Davis
had 17 students scoring less than 80% Learning Strategies classrooms had
accuracy on the pretest in the pilot been qualified for special services. In
classroom, with two students on the keeping with the philosophy of Never-
posttest scoring with less than 80% streaming (Slavin et al., 1991), these
accuracy on the word list. The control at-risk students have not fallen behind
group for this classroom had 14 stu- their peers by the end of third grade.
dents scoring less than 80% with five According to statistics (Hall & Moates,
students on the posttest scoring at less 1999), children who are behind by the
than 80% accuracy. The G -2 site had end of third grade have onlv a 1:5 to 1:8
13 students in the pilot classroom scor- chance of everv catching up.
ing less than 80% accuracy on the Earlv and continued failure in
pretest, with one student remaining at school can have a devastating effect on
less than 80% accuracv on the postest. the student's self-esteem and motiva-
The control group for this classroom tion. In the classrooms where the Davis
had 14 students scoring at less than Learning Strategies were implement-
80% accuracy on the pretest and five ed. teachers reported that student
students scoring less than 80% accu- success in leartning had a beneficial
racy on the posttest. Students scoring effect on their self-esteem and will-
below 80% on the posttest would ind- ingness to take risks with educational
cate an early concern for possible tasks.: Students were asked for their
referral for support services such as reactions to the. Davis Learning Strate-
special education. gies, particularly to the Symbol

The flow-Up data taken three years Mastery. Comments included:
ater:(19998-999) from the pilot class-

rooms indicated no special education "It made pictures in mqy head.`
referrals from the:anv of the three pilot "I learned the meaning of words.'
classrooms as of spring quarter of their "It helps me spell."
third grade year. GATE referrals (gift- It's fun!"
ed and talented education) for these "It helps learning.'t
classrooms are statistically larger than "It's creative,`
would be expected. M - 1 had 11 "it helps me to learn words."
GATE referrals. The G - I and G - 2
settings, which are of lower SES. Teachers reported more success in
showed G -1, eight GATE referrals theirabilitytomeettheneedsofdiverse
and G - 2, three GATE referrals. learners. This tactile-kinesthetic
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approach allowed teachers to present
the material in an active, creative way.
which resulted in mastery of the mate-
rial.

Economically, for school districts
and society, early intervention reducing
the need for special education place-
ment is a huge advantage (Slavin,
1992). Students who are qualified to
receive special education services have
low declassification rates (Kerner-Lip-
sky, 1992). This translates into years
of extra support and dollars being need-
ed for that student. Kerner-Lipskv
(1997) discuss the costs of special edu-
cation. An initial assessment has been
estimated to cost $1,206 per student
(Moore, Strang, Schwartz, & Braddock,
1988). For those students receiving
special education transportation ser-
vices, the average cost was shown to be
$1, 583 per year. Two separate studies
(Moore et al., 1988; Shields et al., 1989)
showed that only about 62% of the spe-
cial education dollars at the local level
went to direct special education instruc-
tional services. For students with mild
disabilities in the resource room pro-
grams, an average of 22% of all funds
for special education services was spent
on assessment and 15% on special edu-
cation program administration (Shields
et al., 1989). Studies show that there
is a significant differential in terms of
employment abilities and graduates
with learning disabilities. Those who
stay in school and graduate fare much
better than those who leave school.
Unfortunately, manv students with
learning disabilities who drop out of
school face an uncertain and grim
future in the streets (Zigmond, 1995).
The initial cost of a four-dav workshop
and the expenses of the required mate-
rials are minimal in relation to the

numbers of children from these three
classrooms who would most likelv at
this point be in special education.
These classrooms were averaging 4 to
5 qualified students by the end of third
grade. The skills acquired during the
workshop will be continually used in
subsequent years with new groups of
students.

Data were also taken on 285 (174
were in the pilot group and 111 were
in the control group) kindergarten stu-
dents from five Bay area schools.
These results showed mastery of upper
and lower case alphabet using the Davis
Learning Strategies. However, it was
determined that a more discriminating
assessment tool is needed for future
studies at the kindergarten level, one
that goes beyond letter recognition and
includes word recognition and early
reading ability. The testing conducted
was inconclusive due to the fact that so
many students from the pilot and the
control groups had mastered the upper
and lower case letters of the alphabet
by the end of kindergarten. Of these
pilot classrooms, three have been
tracked for follow-up data. Neither of
these classrooms have had any referrals
for special education as of the third
quarter of their second grade. The ini-
tial Davis kindergarten AM/PM
classrooms n=30 (1995/96) produced
17 children in GATE and no special
education referrals as of spring 2000
(the end of their fourth grade year).
Currently, workshops train teachers
how to implement the strategies in large
group settings for 1st grade classrooms
where there is limited assistance avail-
able.

Additional research is needed in
other settings with larger groups of chil-
dren. Testing should be conducted on
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a broader range of skills including qual-
itative reading samples and
comprehension. Generalization to
other language arts skills should also be
assessed. In the: future surveys target-
ing teachers, parents, and children to
gamer feedback and suggestions would
also be helpful. Long-term follow-up
to determine the effectiveness of these
strategies on State essential learning
testing should also be considered.
Referral numbers to support services
should also continue to be tracked for
the students who have also received the
Davis Learning Strategies. The possi-
bilitv of coordinating services for early
intervention with existing programs in
a building, i.e. Chapter, LAP, or Title I
should also be considered as ways of
implementing this instruction as well as
reducing the student teacher ratio dur-
ing instruction.
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